
[001] The first day

In this story, we meet Carmen. She moved to a new city where she now lives and is starting a new 

job. It's an exciting time for Carmen, but many things go wrong at first.

Carmen has a headache.1 Yesterday, she moved2 

to New Spork3 City where she has a small 

apartment in a big house. Her neighbors had a 

barbecue to welcome her and she drank two or 

three beers. And half of a bottle of wine.

Her headache is really bad and today is 

her first day at a new job. She gets out of bed 

early and makes coffee before taking a shower.

Only minutes later, she leaves her 

apartment and walks down the hill to the nearest 

subway station. Halfway4 down the hill, she 

realizes that she left her coffee in a travel mug5 in

her apartment. She doesn't go back to get it. 

Instead,6 she buys a coffee to take with her on the

subway.

For twenty minutes, she drinks her coffee 

in the subway and looks at the other commuters.7

She is too tired to be excited, but she wonders8 if 

1 Headache is the word for the 'illness' where you have a 
pain in your head. Often, people take Asperin to make 
their headache go away.

2 To 'move' is to take your things from your old house to 
a new house. After you move, you have a new address.

3 If you don't know what a 'spork' is, Google it. I think 
it's a funny word.

4 'Halfway' is a word that means '50%.'
5 A 'mug' is a 'big cup' for coffee or other hot drinks. A 

'travel mug' is one that is made for you to take the 
coffee with you in the car.

6 'Instead' means 'as an alternative' or 'in place of.'
7 A 'commuter' is a person who travels to work.
8 To 'wonder' is to ask yourself a question and think 

the tourists think she is a New Sporker?

When the subway comes to her subway 

stop,9 she gets out.

Minutes later, she is standing in the lobby

of AnonCorp, where she now works. There is a 

reception desk and she walks to it. “Welcome to 

AnonCorp, can I help you?” A blonde woman in 

professional clothing asks.

“My name is Carmen Kleinstadt and I 

start work here today. Do you know where I 

should go?”

“Of course! Someone from Human 

Resources10 will be here in a moment to bring 

you to the others.”

“The others?” Carmen thinks to herself. 

“What others?”

A moment later, a man about Carmen's 

age comes to the lobby and escorts11 her to a 

room where seven other people are waiting. They

are all starting work at AnonCorp today.

To be continued...

about the answer for a few minutes.
9 A 'stop' is a place where you can get on and off a bus or

a subway.
10 'Human Resources' is the department in a big company 

that manages the employees – the people working 
there.

11 To 'escort' someone is to walk with them, often to 
protect them. Sometimes, a person will escort you to 
make sure you don't do anything you shouldn't do.


